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Have You Read About the Doctor Who Died and Went To Heaven? And Then Came

Back!Thaddeus Murfee is retained to defend a case unlike any heâ€™s encountered before. The

client: a doctor who died and went to heaven and came back to write a book and tell the world about

what he learned. It all sounds like something out of a fantasy novel, and yet the doctor offers

compelling evidence in his bestseller. So compelling, one woman decides to test his theories for

herself and ends up in a coma. Her family sues the doctor. What follows is a mixture of reality and

fantasy--or is it fantasy? While Thaddeus longs to believe that he might join his dying wife one day,

the cynic in him screams that itâ€™s a scam. But who can really say? Besides, maybe taking such a

case to trial will force a a deeper look at both sides. So Thaddeus commits himself to finding out the

facts of the matter. Unforgettably, the deeper he digs, the more he begins to question everything

heâ€™s ever known. And if heâ€™s wrong, heâ€™s not sure heâ€™ll bear the pain of losing his wife

a second time. You'll want to be in the front row on this one when the young lawyer puts death on

trial. Watch with the jury as the experts come into court and testify about what's really going on in

The Near Death Experience. This is a book that can change your life. Are you ready?
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As always, John Ellsworth delivers. "The Near Death Experience", the newest book in the Thaddeus

Murfee series is impossible to put down once one begins reading. Ellsworth is extraordinary at

bringing his characters to life. It is as if one is LIVING the pages of his books. Thaddeus is so

human one can completely relate to him as well as the ancillary people in this book. It is not

possible to read this book without relating to everything Thaddeus is feeling. One would imagine

that after 9 previous books with Thaddeus Murfee as the protagonist, the books would be formulaic.

They are anything but! While it is helpful to read the books in order, each book can truly stand

alone. I read constantly and find John Ellsworth to be an Author worth reading! You will not be

disappointed.

***Spoiler Alert*** How sad for Thad and those precious kids to lose their wonderful wife and

mother. Even though I knew Katy's cancer was back I did not anticipate her death. However, I am

more than thrilled to see how things work out between Thad and Christine! I had hopes of them

being together from the beginning. The storyline was very intriguing, although I could see how

people may get confused by the concept of consciousness after death. It does open up some

interesting concepts about what happens after death. I've thought about this a lot as I am in kidney

failure and even though I'm on dialysis I've been on it for almost 5 years now which is the average

life span of someone on dialysis. I am on the list for a transplant, but thoughts of what happens after

a person dies is something I think about. I do hope it's as Dr. Sewell describes even though this is a

work of fiction. Thad is such a hero and I enjoy reading about his exploits in his professional and

personal life.

Wow what a great book. John Ellsworth has hit another home run with this one. I have read all of his

Thaddeus Murphy books and I am hooked.This one has about three stories going on at the same

time. It starts out when a fifty year old widow who is a home health worker sees a Doctor on TV

speak about his Near Death experience. She downloads his book and makes the decision to try it

herself. Her decision ends up setting off a myriad of very interesting scenario's.She is rushed to the

hospital after her son finds her with a note on her lap explaining about the book and what she was

attempting to accomplish.This set off decisions as how to handle her by her greedy children ,the

Doctor who wrote the book.Thaddeus is brought in for the Doctor's defensive. A very unusual at

that.At the same time his wife Katy is dying of cancer.He also is trying to get $300. Million of his

ransom money from a monster in Sicily who had abducted his two year old daughter. He had left her



in a shack to die.I don't want to give anymore away. I did get the book for an honest review.It is a

fantastic read. You will fall in love with the characters.

I got this book because I thought the premiss sounded interesting. A successful lawyer was

defending a doctor for the death of a woman. The doctor had had a near death experience and

wrote a best seller about what happened. A wealthy woman, having read his book, took a bunch of

pills in order to see her dead husband. While the woman was "brain dead", but being kept alive by

her relatives so that they could deplete her bank account illegally, the doctor pulled the plug on the

lady at the request of her spirit. Well, there were just too many things going on. The lawyer's wife

was dying from cancer, but she was more worried about her children, husband, horses, and finding

a new wife for her husband. In the meantime, the lawyer was trying to get back the millions he paid

in ransom to a Chicago gangster who since fled to Italy, for the abduction of one of the lawyer's

children. This abduction apparently happened in an earlier book. The mobster, finding out that the

lawyer is after him, decides to try to kill the lawyer and his family. All this stuff gets in the way of the

court room drama, which was anything but dramatic. The characters were all very cliche and not

sympathetic at all. It took me weeks to read it. Every night when I laid down to read it, I started

playing iPad games, reading Huff News, then I would fall asleep after finally reading a page and a

half. I hate writing bad reviews, but I just did not care for it. But, I found very few grammatical errors.

I love all the Thadeus Murfee books in the series. I have read them all, and I am waiting anxiously

for the next book. He is a great character and I love him and all those the author has populated his

books with. I HIGHLY recommend the series, but start with book 1 and go through in order as the

story is progressive. I hope you fall in love with him too.

I have read each of the Thad Murfee thrillers and this one was as enjoyable as all of the others.

Some typos but no so many that they are bothersome. Attorney Murfee is a balanced character,

aggressively helping protect the innocent yet aggressively protecting his family from bad guys. He is

an empathetic protagonist whom the reader easily connects with and feels an immediate bond.Rack

book in this series is enjoyable in its own right and I really love the way in which Christine jumps up

in some books but not others, and when she jumps I really mean it. An inspiring character she is!Try

to read the books in order so you can vCard closely follow the relationship and bond which develops

between Thad and Christine.Now the bad,news - have to wait for the next Murphee book to come

out. Keep them coming Mr Ellsworth!
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